We investigated through experiments and calculations the coupling of the local resonant modes supported by subwavelength H-fractal slits in metallic plates when they are cascaded. The transmission peak of the single plate is split into a multiplet with definite transmission phase values. In addition, we analyzed the transmission passbands resultant from cascading more plates, which shows a similarity between the coupled metallic plates with local resonant modes and electronic systems in solid state physics.
Introduction
Electromagnetic (EM) wave transmission through tiny metallic apertures has received intensive attention in recent years. Two typical mechanisms, lattice-related and aperturerelated resonances, have been identified for different types of aperture arrays [1] [2] [3] . The lattice-related resonance has often been seen on metallic films perforated with a periodic array of subwavelength holes. EM energy tunnels through tiny holes via establishing a collective resonance on the structured metallic surface when the relevant wavelength is compatible with the array periodicity. People have also studied the transmission from cascaded subwavelength hole arrays, where a rich variety of transmission phenomena are discussed in terms of the coupling between photonic surface modes [4] [5] [6] . In contrast, the aperture-related resonance takes place when the relevant wavelength is compatible with the aperture's transverse/longitudinal dimensions. This type of resonance can be supported by the individual aperture, and the resonant energy is mainly localized inside the aperture.
Recently, we have demonstrated that, in the microwave regime, one can have unitary transmission of electromagnetic waves through narrow H-fractal slits patterned on metallic plates, whereby the fractal aperture is subwavelength in all cross-sectional dimensions [7] . The exotic H-fractal shape gives rise to not only the transmission resonance for negative structures where the EM field is greatly enhanced inside the fractal slits, but also the reflection resonance for positive structures which are fractal-shaped metallic wires [8] . These resonances are closely related to the fractal geometry and are readily tuned by the fractal levels [8] . When the metallic plates with H-fractal slits are cascaded, their resonant modes will couple together: the transmission bands would be developed in a way analogous to the formation of molecular energy levels from atomic orbitals, because of the local nature of the resonance. Researchers have successfully used the tight binding theory to understand waveguiding along coupled defect modes in photonic crystals [9] [10] [11] and optical properties of superstructure Bragg gratings [12] . In this study, we show this similar coupling effect and the tight binding description for photonic bands from the cascaded fractal slits.
Experiment
The sample was prepared with 12 × 12 cm 2 stainless steel plates of thickness 3 mm on which a periodic array of fractal slits was generated by a diamond wire cutter, illustrated schematically in the insets in figure 1 . The unit cell of the array includes a five-level H-fractal slit structure where the longest slit is 10 mm and the width of each slit is 0.8 mm [7] . A total of 25 fractal slit units were cut into the steel plate. This sample was mounted in the central window (with the same size as the 12 × 12 cm 2 of a 100 × 100 cm 2 steel plate so as to prevent microwave transmission through channels other than the fractal slit array). Microwave spectra were measured by a network analyzer and two identical waveguide horn antennas employed as the transmitter and the receiver of EM waves. The microwave polarization was such that the electric field is perpendicular to the shortest slits of the fractal pattern (defined as E ⊥ , while E is 90 • rotated). All measured spectra were normalized to the transmission when no sample is mounted. Furthermore, we did finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations with periodic boundary conditions and perfect metal approximations adopted to understand the measurement results [13]. Figure 1 shows the transmission spectra (magnitude and phase) measured and simulated for a single sample plate with both polarizations. Excellent agreement between the measurement and the simulation is seen. For the perpendicular polarization, two peaks are observed and located at ∼2.7 GHz and ∼9.3 GHz, and for the parallel polarization the peak is at ∼4.5 GHz. We have found that the perfect transmissions exhibited by the fractal slits originate from a series of transversal shape resonances localized in the specific level slits [7] . At the resonances, the slits of every fractal unit can channel all EM energy illuminating every unit cell through the steel plate, and therefore there is a field enhancement occurring inside the responsible slits. In particular, the EM field experiences zero transmission phase when propagating through the metallic plate, as indicated by the transmission phase spectra plotted in figure 1 and the field oscillations drawn in figure 3 . This type of resonance originates from the cutoff mode (i.e. k = 0 waveguide mode, k being the propagation constant in the z direction) of the fractal slits, and also holds for ordinary rectangular apertures [14, 15] . It is also distinct from the Fabry-Perot resonance where the standing wave pattern along the propagation direction will result in a non-zero transmission phase [16] .
Results and discussions
When another sample plate is brought into proximity to the first plate with a spacing of 1 mm, doublet peaks are formed, respectively, around the resonant frequencies of the single plate in the spectrum, as shown in figure 2(a). With one more plate cascaded, characteristics of triplet peaks appear in figure 2(b). The same cases are seen for another polarization and are not shown here. Our simulation gives the 100% transmission peaks: however, the experimental values of these peaks are lower than 1, due to the fabrication tolerance and the finite conductivity of the metal and the imperfection in alignment. For these peaks, the transmission phase is seen to be either 0 or π. We note that these behaviors are similar to the cases of other photonic systems and can be understood within the framework of the tight binding theory [11] .
For one plate, the singlet peak at 2.66 GHz (simulation value) corresponds to the localized resonance occurring at the first-level slit. In figure 3(a) , we show the amplitude variation of the dominant E-field component along the propagation direction through the slit. It is seen that at the resonance frequency the field experiences an intense enhancement and zero transmission phase (k = 0) inside the metallic plate. For two nearby plates, two singlet resonances become coupled via the spacing medium (air) and then generate the doublet transmission peaks. We depict the resonant field profiles of the doublet states in figures 3(b) and (c), which indicate the coupling between two plates is in phase (++) and out of phase (+−), respectively. As to the three plates, the triplet peaks are Envelope profiles (thick lines) and instantaneous oscillations (thin lines) of the incident electric field component along the propagation direction of waves through the first-level slit at the transmission peak frequencies (simulation values, units: GHz) denoted for the single, double and triple plates, respectively. The arrows point out the oscillating direction at the snapshot moment. The plateaus of these curves represent the EM wave as being inside the metallic plates, and the field enhancement can be identified through comparing the field amplitude inside the plate with outside the plate. the result from (+++), (+0−) and (+−+) kinds of coupling among the plates, as illustrated in figures 3(d)-(f) . It is such coupling that gives rise to the definite transmission phase for the corresponding peaks. Similar interaction also occurs for the higher frequency peaks of 9.32 GHz (simulation value), caused by the shape resonance of the third-level slits.
We studied the change of doublet peaks in the two-plate system with varying the spacing distance. The doublet peaks should be analogous to the bonding/antibonding splits of energy levels in diatomic molecules as well as photonic modes observed in optical systems [17, 18] . Figure 4(a) shows the transmission spectra of the E ⊥ -polarized microwaves through the double plates at the different spacing distances. It is seen that the original singlet peaks or eigenmodes (f 0 = 2.66 and 9.32 GHz) split into two modes: symmetrical mode (f + ) slightly lower than f 0 and antisymmetrical mode (f − ) higher than f 0 . The splitting ( f = |f + − f − |) decreases as the spacing increases from 0.5 to 6 mm, which is particularly obvious in figure 4(b) . With very large spacing, the two modes will merge and the double plates will decouple in the end. This is analogous to the molecular orbital, where the splitting of the energy levels is roughly proportional to the overlap of two electronic states determined by the distance between two atoms. However, we noticed that f + is almost independent of the spacing in contrast to the significant shift of f − in figure 4(b) . It has been proved through simulation that the symmetrical mode f + comes from the in-phase coupling and the antisymmetrical mode f − from the out-of-phase coupling, as shown in figures 3(b) and (c). For the symmetrical one, the field profile preserves the k = 0 characteristics and thus the frequency is determined mainly by the shape resonance of the fractal slits and only shifts somewhat with the spacing, whereas there is extra EM energy stored inside the spacing in the form of the component E z for the antisymmetrical one because the out-of-phase coupling enables the emergence of enhanced E z , as plotted in figure 4(c) [19] . The spacing-related 'overlapping integral' gives rise to the sensitive shift of f − with respect to the spacing in figure 4(b) . Cascading more plates, the broad pass bands for the EM waves could be expected in the transmission spectrum, like the formation of a miniband in a semiconductor superlattice or multiple quantum wells. In figure 5(a) , we show the measured and simulated results for eight plates, where two pass bands appear and the calculation reveals each band includes eight 100% transmission peaks. Moreover, from the transmission phase spectrum we obtain the propagation constant k for the two bands and the results are plotted in figure 5(b) . Good agreement between the measurement and the simulation is achieved, except that some sharp peaks located near the band edges in the simulated spectrum fail to be resolved experimentally. (Consequently only partial k values are obtained in the experiment for the lower pass band.) It is known that the tight binding theory can be used to describe photonic bands in coupled systems. With the nearest-neighbor coupling approximation, the dispersion relation describing the tight binding band has the expression [10, 11] 
, where = 2π f 0 is the eigenfrequency of the single mode, a is the periodicity, and {α 1 , β 1 and α} are a set of tight binding parameters. Using the eigenfrequency 2.66 GHz for the lower band and 9.32 GHz for the upper band, and taking {α 1 , β 1 and α} as the fitting parameters, the simulated results can be fitted into this expression, as shown in figure 5 (b) 3 .
We also show the dispersion relations of two waveguide modes inside the individual fractal slit unit for the same 3 Following the notation in [9] , 4 . Figure 5 (b) obviously points out the lower edges of the pass bands from cascading such steel plates 4 The dispersion relation of a waveguide mode is (2πf ) 2 = v 2 k 2 + (2πf c ) 2 , where v is the wave speed in the medium filling the waveguide and f c is the cutoff frequency. We numerically solved f c = 2.36 and 8.78 GHz for the two waveguiding modes in the fractal slit through the simulation software.
are fixed at the cutoff (k = 0) frequency of the fractal aperture. The upper edges of the pass bands are located at the frequencies where ka = π and the photonic modes in every two neighboring plates couple to each other out of phase.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated by experiments and calculations the coupling of the resonant modes supported by the subwavelength H-fractal slits in metallic plates when they are cascaded. The transmission peak of the single plate is split into a multiplet with the definite transmission phase via in-phase and out-of-phase coupling. The splitting is controlled by the spacing between two neighboring plates, like the formation of molecular energy levels from atomic orbitals. The tight binding theory is used to understand the pass band properties of the cascading plates, which shows a similarity between the coupled structured metallic plates and some solid state systems like semiconductor superlattices.
